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Brilliant Basis: 

Getting the fundamentals right.  Setting up the structures that will underpin and 
grow our talent pathway for years to come.  

Partnership Innovation: 
Working across surfing and board sports in collaboration, being open to learning 
from others and working in new ways to identify and develop talent.



5 Key work streams
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Enabling a talent pathway born at the grassroots, working to strengthen and develop a network of clubs that can identify and develop young 
surfers, providing open and inclusive access to our talent pathway

Creating a development programme for talent focused coaches, linking into high performance coaching programmes in other sports and 
internationally to develop our domestic coaching talent and create better links between our clubs and coaches

Enhancing how we support our talented surfers by building on the national squad programme creating an open, inclusive and supportive 
environment. Explore cross sport partnerships, provide meaningful and accessible support and access to high performance training facilities and 
coaching

Developing the competition pathway from club level up and embrace the opportunities for international competition through the WSL (World 
Surf League) Regional Qualifying Series

Broadening the ‘Boardsport’ talent base by working in partnership with skateboarding, snowboarding and other boardsports to give greater reach 
and development opportunities for young talented athletes and coaches outside our traditional demographic



WORKSTREAM 1:
TALENT PATHWAY 
BORN AT THE 
GRASSROOTS
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A talent pathway born 
at the grassroots
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Creating greater capacity to bring new surfers into the talent pathway – helping clubs to 
widen their participation base, grow deeper links into the local community and support 
the link between surf schools and club membership

Working with existing surf clubs to support their talent development activities –upskilling 
coaches to spot and develop talent, training the volunteer network in key roles like 
judging, priority rules and safeguarding

Create a community of talent focused coaches that are able to support clubs with talent 
development and feed into the Team England performance programmes

Starting small, working with existing good and best practice to develop models that can be 
repeated as we grow the network and number of competitions

Access to equipment, resources and expertise to enable clubs to deliver more 
competitions (event kit, live heats, basic sponsorship templates, contest formats etc).

Dedicated people resource to work with clubs and provide direct support; share best 
practice, help make local links, apply for funding, develop club standards, deliver volunteer 
training etc

What does this look like?



How will we deliver it?
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Appoint voluntary North East co-ordinator to enhance 
communication between SE and clubs and coaches outside the 
South West

Create an online knowledge hub which can be accessed by clubs 
and contains resources on safeguarding, competition guides, 
equality and diversity, case studies and best practice sharing 

Seek interest from a small number of clubs interested in being pilot 
talent hubs, focusing on those that are already doing some activity 
in this area via coaching, mini comps etc

Keep engaging and valuing the work of our surf clubs, championing 
the role they play in the surfing community 

Subject to funding we will:

Recruit a dedicated club support role within the core SE team

Provide a training programme for club volunteers – safeguarding, club 
management, coaching etc

Create a development programme for talent focused coaches including 
collaboration with other sports (detail on next slide) 

Run campaigns to attract more coaches from diverse and non traditional 
backgrounds, stronger connections to Team England and provision of 
‘talent’ coaching time for clubs to draw down

Accelerate the creation of a small number of pilot talent clubs and the 
upskilling of key individuals within the clubs/regions

Create club packs (event kits clubs can borrow) and support to host comps



WORKSTREAM 2:
A DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
FOR TALENT FOCUSED COACHES
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Create a development 
programme for talent 
focused coaches

What does this look like?
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A pool of talent focused coaches working together to share best 
practice, support the talent pathway and work directly with the 
network of talent clubs

A programme of support to develop the coaches, with access to 
digital and practical development opportunities, including 
accessing expertise from overseas and other sports

Expanding the coaching pool to include more coaches from non 
traditional surfing backgrounds

How will we deliver this?

Recruit a coach developer to work in partnership with the Performance 
Manager and lead on the programme to develop our performance 
coaching capability

Explore possible coaching talent development collaborations with similar 
sports

Run a bespoke development programme for identified and interested 
talent coaches

Create and run a campaign to attract more coaches from a diverse range 
of backgrounds



WORKSTREAM 3: 
AN OPEN, 
INCLUSIVE 
AND PROGRESSIVE 
NATIONAL SQUAD PROGRAMME
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What does this look like:
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Regional Centres of Excellence with cross discipline facilities (Skate, Surf, Trampoline etc) with 
an initial focus on aerial surfing. Creating hubs for talent coaches, clubs and surfers

National junior squad programme with training camps and additional coaching and 
technical support – mixing overseas and national (artificial and ocean) training

All members of national squads to have clear, agreed development plans focused on the 
holistic development of the individual; going beyond technical and competitive development to 
include mental health, social media, working with sponsors, additional vocational training aligned 
to the surf industry etc

An open and inclusive environment across the performance programme, continuing to develop 
a culture which values the athletes and all those working in the programme. Putting the 
athlete experience at the heart of what we do, making it easier to access support, celebrating 
success that is culturally relevant (not just comp wins), ensuring wellbeing is at the heart of our 
coaching and clear channels of communication

Ensure key coaches, managers and judges have clear personal development plans and 
opportunity to enhance their skills and experience

Investigate the use for technology in performance development and to enhance 
information sharing and knowledge support for surfers and supporting roles



How will we deliver this?
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We will continue the work already underway with the junior 
squad which includes; athlete development plans, continuing 
to broadening the offer, (strength and conditioning, competitive 
mind set, sports psychology, lifestyle, nutrition etc) and exploring 
how we can support more training camps

Continuing to grow the partnership with Sports aid to 
bring in funding direct to the athletes and explore 
other opportunities like Backing the Best and DISE

Grow the links in the North East to better connect talent 
at both ends of the country

Identify potential centres of excellence and 
explore funding opportunities (public and private) to make them 
happen

Bring in a main sponsor for the open team to enable 
more support, similar to the junior programme

Support the work by British Surfing (paid for by 
UK Sport Progression Funding) to link our pathway into the 
British Programme

Subject to funding we will 
Recruit a dedicated, full time performance manager to 
lead the development of our training programmes

Recruit paid head coaches for each division to manage and 
develop the coaching staff and implement athlete training programmes

Bring in more specialist coaches, provide training for our 
coaching team, support more overseas camps

Expand the offer for the open team to match the 
junior programme, providing training plans, access to coaches, access to 
other support etc

Accelerate the creation of initial centres of excellence, with a focus 
on 1 artificial wave and 1 coastal location

Offer more training camps including a biannual Team England 
all division training days / camps to foster the inter team relationships 
and grow a more inclusive team culture across all divisions



WORKSTREAM 4:
DEVELOP THE
COMPETITION PATHWAY
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Develop the competition pathway
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A fit for purpose competition structure, that gives competitive surfers a clear pathway 
from club level, to national, to international. One which recognises and aligns to the 
different reasons surfers compete at different ages and stages in their surfing journey

Aligning the Surfing England competition standard with the ISA Worlds (for example 
priority judging) and where appropriate, prize money

A thriving club level competitive league (starting with junior series), with support 
and equipment available to clubs wanting to run local comps

Mid level league / regional competition structure linking club level to 
national championships

Develop an artificial wave competition offer (inter facility as more go live)

Continue the discussion with UK Sport about the potential to bid for and host a 
major international surfing competition (i.e. regional QS)

Provide a central support resource for the development of coaches and officials –
judges, beach marshalls, contest directors and organisers

What does this look like:



Develop the 
competition pathway

How will we deliver this?
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Start exploring with UK Sport the possibility of support to 
help structure the club / regional / national competition 
pathway and bid to host a major surfing event in the UK within 
the next 4 years

Train more competition staff and judges, in particular 
to develop more priority judging expertise and bring priority 
judging to the English National Championships

Run a pilot junior club league in 2022 with a minimum 5 
events, hosted by 5 different surf clubs

Subject to funding we will 
Develop and roll out a new competition structure from club to national level, 
including digital offering, commercial packages and incorporating prize funds 
where appropriate

Create regional competition kits which can be used by clubs (FOC) to run local 
competitions

Provide a programme of subsidised/free judge training (for new 
and developing judges)

Host a WSL comp within the next 4 years



WORKSTREAM 5:
IDENTIFY AND DEVELOP NEW 
‘BOARDSPORT’ TALENT
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Identify and develop 
new ‘Boardsport’ talent

What does this look like?
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Working collaboratively with other ‘like’ sports (in 
particular skateboarding and snow boarding) to create talent 
identification and development programmes

Joint development of young talented athletes, giving them 
the opportunity to progress in multiple sports

Aligned cross sport coaching development opportunities and knowledge 
sharing; technical and holistic

Using the development of centres of excellence to bring 
together supporting disciplines such as gymnastics, 
trampolining, skateboarding and surfing

Working with artificial waves to provide trial opportunities and create 
greater reach into more diverse communities and away from traditional 
coastal locations

Providing cross talent opportunities for those already established in one 
sport

How will we do this?
Continue to build links with other Board sports and related 
disciplines (e.g. gymnastics) and discuss how we can work together to 
develop talent

Build links with sporting centres of excellence – English Institute of 
Sport, Greystone, Bath Uni etc

Subject to funding we will:

Invest in centres of excellence as hubs for cross sport collaboration –
with the aim of driving surfing performance

Explore cross sport talent development camps, including ones held 
in non traditional locations and making use of wave pools

Look at how we can cross learn from other similar sports re coaching 
and technique development
Provide budget for specialist coaches as part of our national 
team development programmes
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We are a not for profit organisation run by a small team 
of dedicated surfers.

We are on a mission to share the joy of surfing and 
support the development of the sport and lifestyle we 
love.

You can join the mission, have your voice heard and help 
shape the future of surfing.

Join us here surfingengland.org

Recognised by:

UK Sport
Sport England
International Surfing Association

We are the National Governing Body for 
Surfing in England.

https://memberships.surfingengland.org/

